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IN THE COURT OF SUB DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE, UDALGURI,  

DISTRICT- UDALGURI, ATAD 

G.R. Case No. 408/2014. 

Under Section –279/304(A) of IPC 

 

State of Assam 

Versus 

Mr. Nabajit Deka……... Accused 

 

Present- Mr. Dimbeswar Taye, AJS; 

Sub Divisional Judicial Magistrate(S), Udalguri, BTAD, Assam. 

 

ADVOCATES 

For the prosecution:– Mrs. N. Narzary, APP. 

For the defence:- Mr. Tarun Ch. Boro. 

 

Evidence recorded on – 30/10/2015, 28/12/2015, 05/04/2016, 14/06/2016, 19/08/2016, 

26/09/2016, 17/06/2017.  

 

Argument Heard on –  21/12/2017 

Judgment delivered –  21/12/2017 

 

JUDGMENT 

 Brief fact of the case: On 11/05/2014, one Kanan Konwar lodged an ejahar before 

Officer In-charge of Kalaigaon Police Station alleging therein that on 10/05/2014 at 4.30 

PM while her husband was returning home riding a bicycle one motorcycle running in high 

speed knocked him down from opposite direction. Consequently, he sustained injury and 

was shifted to Tangla Hospital. The condition of her husband is critical.  

 

 On receipt of the ejahar a case was registered as Tangla P.S. Case No- 45/2014 under 

section- 279/338/427 of IPC . After completion of investigation police submitted charge 

sheet against accused, Nabajit Deka under section 279/304(A) of IPC. 
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 Cognizance of the offence was taken on the Police Report. In due course accused, 

appeared. Copies of relevant documents were furnished to the accused as required under 

section 207 of Cr. P.C. Thereafter, Considering relevant materials on record particulars of 

offence under section 279/304(A) of IPC are read over and  explained to the accused, to 

which he refused to plead guilty of the offences and claimed to be tried.  

 

 The prosecution examined as many as ten witnesses in support of the case. The 

examination of accused under section 313 Cr.P.C. was recorded. The accused did not 

examine any witness. 

  

 Points for determination:- In the case point of determination will be as follows- 

Whether the accused drove the motorcycle in rash and negligent manner on the 

public road to endanger life and property? 

Whether accused by driving the offending vehicle in rash and negligent manner 

caused death of Ratan Kar? 

 I have heard the learned Asst. P.P. appearing for the state of Assam, and heard learned 

counsel the accused person. I have gone through the evidence placed before the Court and 

gone through other materials available on record.  

 

DISCUSSION DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF- 

 

Now I proceed to appreciate the evidence below to see whether the prosecution has succeeded to 

bring home the charges leveled against the accused person.    

 

 For convenience of reader of the judgment I deem it proper to refer to the evidence 

adduced by witnesses during trial.  

 The PW1, Kanan Konwar, has testified that she doesn’t know the accused. On the day of 

occurrence at about 4.00 PM in the year 2014 she was informed that her husband met with 

an accident and lying at Tangla CHC. Later on her husband succumbed the injuries at 
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Gauhati Medical College. She lodged the ejahar Exbt.1. During her cross examination she 

has stated that she had not seen the incident.  

 The PW2, Mintu Boro has testified that one day he along with the accused person was 

going to Tangla by a motorcycle. The accused person was driving the motorcycle. On the 

way they found a truck standing by the side of the road. Suddenly a person came out from 

behind the truck. Though the accused tried his best but could not help in striking him down. 

They with the help of police brought the injured to Tangla CHC. The bike was moving at 55 

km/hr speed. During his cross examination PW2 has stated that the road was pitch road. As 

he was not driving the motorcycle so cannot say the exact speed of the vehicle. He has 

stated that accused blew horn but the person was trying to cross the road. He has stated 

that the accident occurred due to the fault of injured person. 

 The PW3, Kantha Ram Rabha, PW4 Nalini Rabha and PW5 Kushal Deka have in same 

voice testified that 2 years back they visited the place of occurrence where police seized 

driving license, registration certificate, insurance policy and put their signature Exbt.2(1), 

Exbt.2(2), Exbt.2(3) respectively  on the seizure list. During their cross examination PW3, 

PW4 and PW5 have testified that they cannot say from where those articles were seized. 

 The PW6 Sibnath Das has testified that as a result of an accident Ratan Kar, a painter 

died. Accused declined to cross examine.  

 The PW7, Shida Nath Das has testified that Ratan Kar was a painter and he used to come 

to their garrage for the purpose of his job as a painter. He cannot say if Ratan is still alive. 

However, police told him that he died in an accident of bike and truck. Accused declined to 

cross examine.  

 The PW8, Ashok Daimary has testified that one day police examined and inquired about 

Ratan Kar. Accused declined to cross examine. 

 The PW9, ASI Nandi Ram Das has testified that on 10/05/2015 O/C of Tangla P.S. 

received an information over phone that an accident took place at a Tangla Jalukbari. 

Getting information an entry was made in the general diary and he was instructed to visit 

the case. Accordingly, he conducted the investigation of the case. He found a motorcycle 

and a bicycle in broken condition at spot. The victim Ratan Kar was dead. After 
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investigation he handed over the case diary to O/C who submitted the charge sheet. 

During cross examination, PW9 has testified that the vehicle belonged to one Mintu Boro. 

He has denied that accused was not driving the motorcycle at relevant time. 

 The PW10, Ganesh Sonowal  has testified that he being a MVI examined the motorcycle 

bearing no. AS01-BF-7085 and found damage of leg guard, head light, steering handle and 

silencer pipe. He submitted the report Exbt.5.  

 

APPRECIATION OF EVIDENCE 

 It appears that PW1 Kanan Kar is the informant of this case. It also appears that on 

10-05-2015 at about 4.00 PM a collision between a motorcycle bearing no. AS01-BF-7085 

and a bicycle. It also appears that the bicycle rider Ratan Kar sustained injury. The injured 

was shifted to Tangla CHC for treatment wherefrom he was referred to GMCH, Guwahati 

for better treatment. However, said Ratan Kar succumbed to injuries at GMCH. It also 

appears that police seized both the motorcycle and the bicycle. It also appears that 

accused was arrested in connection with this case. From such careful scrutiny it appears 

that this relevant facts are not disputed and rebutted by the accused. 

 From such perusal it appears that accused has pleaded that he was not driving the 

vehicle at relevant time. Apparently, except PW2 no other witness had seen the accused 

driving the vehicle. According to PW2, Mintu Boro the accident was taken place due to the 

fault of the victim. He has specifically stated that accused seeing the victim blew horn and 

tried his best to avoid the incident. Surprisingly, prosecution side did not challenged the 

evidence of this witness so I prefer to rely on the statement of the witness PW2. It appears 

that other witnesses are mere reported witnesses.  

 The principle of Criminal Jurisprudence requires that prosecution must prove its case 

beyond all reasonable doubt. However, in this case the incident took place for the collision 

of the vehicle rode by the accused and the victim. It also appears that there might be some 

amount of negligence on the part of victim also. Therefore in view of the foregoing 

discussion and material on record it appears that the element of rashness and negligence 

on the part of accused was not proved.  
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FINDING 

 From the aforesaid discussion and in view of the deposition of prosecution witnesses it is 

held that, the prosecution has miserably failed to prove the charge under section 

279/304(A) of IPC against the accused, Sri Nabajit Deka, , beyond all reasonable doubt.  

 

ORDER 

 Accordingly, it is held that accused, Nabajit Deka, are not guilty of the offence punishable 

under section 279/304(A) of IPC and set at liberty forthwith. 

 The case is disposed of on contest. The seized article will be disposed off in due course 

as per law. 

 The bail bond stand extended for another period of six months as per requirement of 

section 437 A of Cr. P.C. 

Given under my hand and seal of this court on this 21st day of December, 2017. 

    Typed and Corrected by me  

 

                                                              Sub Divisional Judicial Magistrate,  

                                                                       Udalguri, BTAD 
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ANNEXURE 

1.  Prosecution Witnesses:- 

P.W. 1:- Kanan Kar, 

P.W. 2:- Mintu Boro, 

P.W. 3:- Kantha Ram Rabha, 

P.W. 4:- Nalini Rabha, 

P.W. 5:- Kushal Deka, 

P.W. 6:- Shivanath Das, 

P.W. 7:- Shida Nath Das, 

P.W. 8:- Ashok Daimary, 

P.W. 9:- A.S.I. Nandi Ram Das, 

P.W. 10:- Ganesh Sonowal, MVI, 

 

2.  Defence Witnesses:-  None 

3.  Court Witnesses:-   None 

4.  Prosecution Exhibits:- 

Exbt.1:- FIR, 

Exbt.2:- Seizure List, 

Exbt.3:- Sketch Map, 

Exbt.4:- Seizure list of bicycle, 

Exbt.5:- MVI Report, 

Exbt.6:- Post Mortem Report, 

Exbt.7:- Charge Sheet. 

 

5.  Defence Exhibits:- Nil 

 

                                                   Sub Divisional Judicial Magistrate,  

                                                            Udalguri, BTAD 


